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General Rules of Practice Annotated explains and analyzes the Minnesota General Rules of Practice adopted by the
Minnesota Supreme Court. It includes rules governing alternative dispute resolution and provides comprehensive
codification of rules that formerly governed procedure in Minnesota.

The Board shall notify the applicant of its decision. A denial or modification of a request for testing
accommodations constitutes an adverse determination of the Board and may be appealed pursuant to Rule
Any applicant requesting to use a laptop computer to write the essay and performance test portion of the bar
examination shall submit a computer registration form with the application and pay the required fee. The date
of the release of examination results shall be announced at the examination. A failing score on the bar
examination is a final decision of the Board and does not afford the applicant the appeal and hearing rights set
forth in Rule A passing score on the Minnesota Bar Examination is valid for 36 months from the date of the
examination. Applicants must be admitted within 36 months of the examination. An applicant may be eligible
for admission without examination if the applicant otherwise qualifies for admission under Rule 4 excluding
applicants who qualify only under Rule 4A 3 b and provides documentary evidence showing that for at least
60 of the 84 months immediately preceding the application, the applicant was: Lawyer representing one or
more clients; ii. Lawyer in a law firm, professional corporation, or association; iii. Judge in a court of law; iv.
Lawyer for any local or state governmental entity; v. House counsel for a corporation, agency, association, or
trust department; vi. Judicial law clerk whose primary responsibility is legal research and writing. The lawful
practice of law described in Rule 7A 1 c i through v must have been performed in a jurisdiction in which the
applicant is admitted, or performed in a jurisdiction that permits the practice of law by a lawyer not admitted
in that jurisdiction. Practice described in Rule 7A 1 c vi through viii may have been performed outside the
jurisdiction where the applicant is licensed. An applicant may be eligible for admission without examination
under Rule 4A 4 if the applicant has received a scaled score of or higher on the MBE taken as a part of and at
the same time as the essay or other part of a written bar examination given by another jurisdiction, was
successful on that bar examination, and was subsequently admitted in that jurisdiction. The applicant shall
submit evidence of the score and a completed application to the Board within 24 months of the date of the
qualifying examination being used as the basis for the admission. An applicant may be eligible for admission
without examination under Rule 4A 4 if the applicant has received a scaled score of or higher earned in
another jurisdiction on the UBE and the score is certified as a UBE score by the National Conference of Bar
Examiners. The applicant shall submit evidence of the score and a complete application for admission to the
Board within 36 months of the date of the qualifying examination being used as the basis for the admission.
Upon written request, the director will advise an applicant or potential applicant who took and passed a bar
examination in another jurisdiction whether or not his or her MBE score satisfies the requirements of Rule 7B.
Requests for score advisory shall include the following: No Waiver of Time Requirements. The minimum
time requirements and the timely filing requirements of this Rule shall be strictly enforced. Eligibility After
Unsuccessful Examination. An applicant may be eligible for admission without examination under this Rule
notwithstanding a prior failure on the Minnesota Bar Examination. A lawyer licensed in another jurisdiction
may apply for and be admitted under a temporary license to practice law in Minnesota when the applicant has
accepted employment in Minnesota as a lawyer for a legal services program. In order to qualify for the license,
the lawyer must comply with the requirements of Rule 4A 1 , 2 , 3 a and 6 and must file with the Board, the
following: A license granted pursuant to this Rule shall authorize the lawyer to practice solely on behalf of the
indigent clients of the designated legal services program. This temporary license shall be valid for a period of
no more than 15 months from the date of issuance. Upon notice to the Clerk of the Appellate Courts, the
Board shall have authority to revoke a temporary license issued pursuant to this Rule upon the occurrence of
any of the following: Credit for Admission Without Examination. Practice by House Counsel. A lawyer
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licensed in another jurisdiction shall not practice law in Minnesota as house counsel unless he or she is
admitted to practice in Minnesota under this Rule, Rule 6 Admission by Examination , Rule 7 Admission
Without Examination , or Rule 10 Admission by House Counsel License. A lawyer licensed in another
jurisdiction may apply for and be admitted under a temporary house counsel license when the lawyer: The
practice of law during the qualifying period must have been performed in a jurisdiction where the applicant is
licensed or performed in a jurisdiction that permits the practice of law by a lawyer not licensed in that
jurisdiction, unless the applicant, during the qualifying period, was practicing as house counsel for a
corporation, agency, association, or trust department. In order to qualify for the temporary house counsel
license, the applicant shall comply with the requirements of these Rules and file the following with the Board:
Issuance of Temporary House Counsel License. Duration and Expiration of Temporary License. The
temporary license shall expire 12 months from the date of issuance, or sooner, upon the occurrence of any of
the following: After expiration of a temporary house counsel license, the former license holder, unless already
admitted to practice law in Minnesota under another of these Rules, shall not practice law in Minnesota or
otherwise represent that he or she is admitted to practice law in Minnesota. An applicant for or holder of a
temporary house counsel license who anticipates practicing in Minnesota for more than 12 months should also
apply for a house counsel license under Rule 10 or another license under these Rules. Notice of Termination of
Employment. A holder of a temporary house counsel license shall notify both the Board and the Lawyer
Registration Office in writing within 10 business days of termination of employment with the employer
referenced in Rule 9C 3. Time in the practice of law under the temporary house counsel license may be
counted toward eligibility for admission without examination under Rule 7A. Professional Conduct and
Responsibility. A lawyer licensed under this Rule shall abide by and be subject to all laws and rules governing
lawyers admitted to the practice of law in this state. A lawyer licensed in another jurisdiction shall not practice
law in Minnesota as house counsel unless he or she is admitted to practice in Minnesota under this Rule, Rule
6 Admission by Examination , Rule 7 Admission Without Examination , or Rule 9 Admission by Temporary
House Counsel License. A lawyer licensed in another jurisdiction or the holder of a temporary house counsel
license issued pursuant to Rule 9B and 9C, who intends to practice in Minnesota for more than 12 months,
may apply for a house counsel license when the lawyer: In order to qualify for the house counsel license, the
applicant shall comply with the requirements of these Rules and file the following with the Board: Expiration
of House Counsel License. After a house counsel license expires, the former license holder, unless already
admitted to practice law in Minnesota under another of these Rules, shall not practice law in Minnesota or
otherwise represent that he or she is admitted to practice law in Minnesota. A house counsel license holder
shall notify both the Board and the Lawyer Registration Office in writing within 10 business days of
termination of employment with the employer referenced in Rule 10C 3. Re-issuance of House Counsel
License. The fee for re-issuance shall be consistent with Rule 12M. Time in the practice of law under the
house counsel license may be counted toward eligibility for admission without examination under Rule 7A. A
person who is admitted to practice in a foreign country as a lawyer or counselor at law may apply for, and, at
the discretion of the Board, may obtain a license to render services as a foreign legal consultant in this state,
without examination, subject to the limitations set forth in this Rule. In order to qualify for the license the
applicant must: In order to qualify for the foreign legal consultant license, an applicant must file with the
Board the following documents, together with duly authenticated English translations, if the documents are not
in English: A person licensed as a foreign legal consultant under this Rule may render legal services in this
state respecting the laws of the country in which the foreign legal consultant is admitted to practice as a
lawyer, counselor at law or equivalent. A foreign legal consultant shall be entitled to the rights and obligations
of a member of the Minnesota Bar with respect to: Re-Certification and Renewal Fees. If the Board
determines that a foreign legal consultant no longer meets the requirements for licensure set forth in this Rule,
the license shall expire. Applicants shall pay application fees or other fees required under these Rules by
personal check or money order made payable to the Board. The applicable fee is determined as of the date of
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filing of a complete application under Rule 4. Fee for Examination, Not Previously Admitted. Applications
will not be accepted after the late filing deadline. Fee for Examination, Prior Admission. Fee for Examination
for Recently Admitted Applicants. Fee for Admission Without Examination. Payment of an additional fee, as
required by Rule 12B, will qualify applicants under Rule 6. Documents submitted in support of a Rule 8
Temporary License for Legal Services Programs application for license may, upon the written request of
applicant, constitute application pursuant to Rule 6 Admission by Examination or Rule 7 Admission Without
Examination of these Rules, provided additional fees required by Rule 12 are submitted. An applicant who
submits a written request to withdraw a bar examination application 15 or more days before the examination
for which the applicant applied shall receive a refund in the amount of: No other requests for refund will be
granted. The written request must be received by the Board within 30 days of notice of the denial. No other
carry-over of fees, other than those provided for in the following paragraph, shall be granted. An applicant
who is unable to take the examination due to a medical emergency and who notifies the Board in writing or by
telephone prior to the start of the examination, may request carry-over of the application fee to the next
examination. Such requests must be made in writing, received in the Board office no later than 14 days
following the examination, and be accompanied by written documentation of the medical emergency. Copies
of Examination Answers. Fees for Advisory Opinions. Fee for Reissuance of House Counsel License. The
Board may require applicants to pay a reasonable application processing fee. The Board may charge
reasonable fees for collection and publication of any information permitted to be released. For matters not
covered in these Rules, the director may set reasonable fees which reflect the administrative costs associated
with the service. Immunity of the Board. Any person or entity providing to the Board or its members,
employees, agents, or monitors, any information, statements of opinion, or documents regarding an applicant,
potential applicant, or conditionally admitted lawyer, is immune from civil liability for such communications.
An applicant may review the contents of his or her application file with the exception of the work product of
the Board and its staff. Such review must take place within two years after the filing of the last application for
admission in Minnesota, at such times and under such conditions as the Board may provide. In any event, the
mental impressions, conclusions, and opinions of any member or former member of the Board or its staff shall
be protected and not subject to compelled disclosure. Statistical information relating to examinations and
admissions may be released at the discretion of the Board. At the discretion of the Board, the examination
scores of an examinee may be released to the law school from which the examinee graduated. Release of
Information to Other Agencies. Information may be released to the following: Information relating to the
misconduct of an applicant may be referred to the appropriate authority. Subject to the exceptions in this Rule,
all other information contained in the files of the office of the Board is confidential and shall not be released to
anyone other than the Court except upon order of the Court. Within 20 days of notice of an adverse
determination, the applicant may make a written request for a hearing. If the applicant does not timely request
a hearing, the adverse determination becomes the final decision of the Board. At least 45 days prior to the
hearing, the Board shall notify the applicant of the time and place. At the discretion of the Board president, the
hearing may be held before the full Board, before a sub-committee of the Board appointed by the president, or
before a hearing examiner appointed by the president.
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The notice of withdrawal shall include the address and phone number where the party can be served or
notified of matters relating to the action. Withdrawal of counsel does not create any right to continuance of
any scheduled trial or hearing. Existing practice varies, in part due to differing rules and in part due to
differing practices in the absence of a rule of statewide application. The primary concern upon withdrawal is
the continuity of the litigation. Withdrawal should not impose additional burdens on opposing parties. The
Task Force considered various rules that would make it more onerous for lawyers to withdraw, but determined
those rules are not necessary nor desirable. Consistent with the right of parties to proceed pro se, they may
continue to represent themselves where their lawyers have withdrawn. Those matters are governed by the
Minnesota Rules of Professional Conduct. Enforcement of those rules is best left to the Lawyers Professional
Responsibility Board. The amendment removes any suggestion that the notice of withdrawal must be filed
with the court if no other documents have been filed by any party. When other documents are filed by any
party, however, it should be filed as required by Minn. The rule makes it clear that the withdrawal of counsel
does not, in itself, justify continuance of any trial or hearing. Requests to make such a motion, and any
responses to such requests, shall be made only by letter to the court of no more than two pages in length, a
copy of which must be sent to opposing counsel. The rule permits such motions only with permission of the
trial court. The request must be by letter, and should be directed to the judge who issued the decision for
which reconsideration is sought. The rule is intended to remove some of the uncertainty that surrounds use of
these motions in Minnesota, especially after the Minnesota Court of Appeals decision in Carter v. Motions for
reconsideration play a very limited role in civil practice, and should be approached cautiously and used
sparingly. It is not appropriate to prohibit them, however, as they occasionally serve a helpful purpose for the
courts. Counsel should understand that although the courts may have the power to reconsider decisions, they
rarely will exercise it. They are likely to do so only where intervening legal developments have occurred e.
Motions for reconsideration are not opportunities for presentation of facts or arguments available when the
prior motion was considered. Motions for reconsideration will not be allowed to "expand" or "supplement" the
record on appeal. Fiedler, WL Minn. Most importantly, counsel should remember that a motion for
reconsideration does not toll any time periods or deadlines, including the time to appeal. See generally 3 Eric
J. As to probate and trust matters, application of the rule is limited to contested formal court proceedings.
Unless otherwise ordered by the court in a particular proceeding, it does not apply to: A description of each
item of work performed, the date upon which it was performed, the amount of time spent on each item of
work, the identity of the lawyer or legal assistant performing the work, and the hourly rate sought for the work
performed. The normal hourly rate for each person for whom compensation is sought, with an explanation of
the basis for any difference between the amount sought and the normal hourly billing rate, if any; 3. A detailed
itemization of all amounts sought for disbursements or expenses, including the rate for which any
disbursements are charged and the verification that the amounts sought represent the actual cost to the lawyer
or firm for the disbursements sought; and 4. That the affiant has reviewed the work in progress or original time
records, the work was actually performed for the benefit of the client and was necessary for the proper
representation of the client, and that charges for any unnecessary or duplicative work has been eliminated from
the application or motion. These documents may be ordered produced for review by all parties or for in
camera review by the court. Where fees are to be determined under the "lodestar" method widely used in the
federal courts and adopted in Minnesota in Specialized Tours, Inc. This rule is intended to provide a standard
set of documentation that allows the majority of fee applications to be considered by the court without
requiring further information. The rule specifically acknowledges that cases involving complex issues or
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serious factual dispute over these issues may require additional documentation. The rule allows the court to
require additional materials in any case where appropriate. This rule also authorizes the court to review the
documentation required by the rule in camera. As an alternative to permitting in camera review by the trial
judge, the court can permit submission of redacted copies, with privileged material removed from all copies.
The amendment in , adding the exceptions to the requirements of the rule for certain probate and trust
proceedings, is designed to obviate procedures that serve no purpose for the courts and unduly burden the
parties. Probate and trust matters have separate statutes and case law relating to attorney fees. In probate and
trust matters, if no interested party objects to the attorney fees, there is ordinarily no reason for the court to
require the detail specified in Rule In contested matters, however, such detail may be appropriate to enable
the court to resolve the matter under the standards of applicable probate and trust law. The court may protect
the sensitive and confidential information that may be contained in attorney time records by entering an
appropriate order in a particular case. Similarly, the exemption of these cases from the requirements of the rule
does not prevent the court from requiring any of the fee application documentation in a particular matter.
Dignity and solemnity shall be maintained in the courtroom. Lawyers shall appear in court in appropriate
courtroom attire. There shall be no unnecessary conversation, loud whispering, newspaper or magazine
reading or other distracting activity in the courtroom while court is in session. The flags of the United States
and the State of Minnesota shall be displayed on or in close proximity to the bench when court is in session.
At the opening of each court day, the formalities to be observed shall consist of the following: Rap gavel or
give other signal immediately prior to directing audience to be seated. At any time thereafter during the day
that court is reconvened court personnel shall give warning by gavel or otherwise, and as the judge enters,
cause all to stand until the Judge is seated. The above rule to or to not apply to midmorning and midafternoon
recesses of the court at the option of the judge. In addressing the court, the lawyer shall refer to the judge as
"Your Honor" or "The Court. During court proceedings, counsel shall not exhibit familiarity with the judge,
jurors, witnesses, parties or other counsel, nor address them by first name except for children. If a lawyer finds
it necessary to discuss some question out of the hearing of the jury at the bench, the lawyer may so indicate to
the court and, if invited, approach the bench for the purpose indicated. Lawyers shall not lean upon the bench
or appear to engage the court in a familiar manner. Jurors shall take their places in the jury box before the
judge enters the courtroom. Court personnel shall assemble the jurors when court is reconvened. When a jury
has been selected and is to be sworn, the presiding judge or clerk shall request everyone in the courtroom to
stand. Court personnel shall maintain order as litigants, witnesses and the public assemble in the courtroom,
during trial and during recesses. Court personnel shall direct them to seats and refuse admittance to the
courtroom in such trials where the courtroom is occupied to its full seating capacity. Oaths and affirmations
shall be administered to jurors and witnesses in a slow, clear, and dignified manner. Witnesses should stand
near the bench, or witness stand as sworn. The swearing of witnesses should be an impressive ceremony and
not a mere formality. The judge shall be dignified, courteous, respectful and considerate of the lawyers, the
jury and witnesses. The judge shall wear a robe at all trials and courtroom appearances. The judge shall at all
times treat all lawyers, jury members, and witnesses fairly and shall not discriminate on the basis of race,
color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, sexual preference, status with regard to public
assistance, disability, or age. The judge shall be punctual in convening court, and prompt in the performance
of judicial duties, recognizing that the time of litigants, jurors and attorneys is of value and that habitual lack
of punctuality on part of a judge justifies dissatisfaction with the administration of the business of the court.
During the presentation of the case, the judge shall maintain absolute impartiality, and shall neither by word or
sign indicate favor to any party to the litigation. The judge shall be impersonal in addressing the lawyers,
litigants and other officers of the court. The judge should generally refrain from intervening in the examination
of witnesses or argument of counsel; however, the court shall intervene upon its own initiative to prevent a
miscarriage of justice or obvious error of law. The judge shall be responsible for order and decorum in the
court and shall see to it at all times that parties and witnesses in the case are treated with proper courtesy and
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respect. The judge shall be in complete charge of the trial at all times and shall see to it that everything is done
to obtain a clear and accurate record of the trial. It is a duty to see that the witnesses testify clearly so that the
reporter may obtain a correct record of all proceedings in court. The judge should not comment favorably or
adversely upon the verdict of a jury when it may indirectly influence the action of the jury in causes remaining
to be tried. The lawyer is an officer of the court and should at all times uphold the honor and maintain the
dignity of the profession, maintaining at all times a respectful attitude toward the court. Except when making
objections, lawyers should rise and remain standing while addressing the court or the jury. In addressing the
court, the lawyer should refer to the judge as "Your Honor" or "The Court. During trial, counsel shall not
exhibit familiarity with the judge, jurors, witnesses, parties or other counsel, nor address them by use of first
names except for children. The lawyers should address the court from a position at the counsel table. In such
an instance, the lawyers should never lean upon the bench nor appear to engage the court in a familiar manner.
Lawyers shall treat all parties, participants, other lawyers, and court personnel fairly and shall not discriminate
on the basis of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, sexual preference, status with
regard to public assistance, disability, or age. The provisions of Rule 2. The majority of this rule was initially
derived from the former Rules of Uniform Decorum. They are recodified here to make it clear that the
standards for decorum, for lawyers and judges, apply in criminal as well as civil proceedings. The rule
specifically incorporated the definition of discriminatory conduct in the Minnesota Human Rights Act, Minn.
The Task Force added to the statutory definition of discrimination the category of sexual preference. The
inclusion of these provisions in the rules is intended to establish uniform standards to be followed in most
cases. Nothing in this rule limits the power of the court to modify the rules or their application in a particular
case. It is not intended that the failure to follow these rules, in itself, would be the subject of claimed error in
the conduct of the trial court proceedings in the absence of aggravating circumstances, such as repeated
violations or persistent violation after objections by a party or direction from the court. The above subsection b
to or to not apply to midmorning and midafternoon recesses of the court at the option of the judge. Court
personnel shall maintain order as litigants, witnesses and the public assemble in the courtroom, while court is
in session and during recesses. Court personnel shall direct them to seats and refuse admittance to the
courtroom in such proceedings where the courtroom is occupied to its full seating capacity. Subsection b is
derived from Rules 4 and 5 of the Rules of Uniform Decorum. Subsection c is derived from Rule 6 of the
Rules of Uniform Decorum. Subsection d is derived from Rule 8 of the Rules of Uniform Decorum.
Subsection e is derived from Rule 9 of the Rules of Uniform Decorum. Subsection f is derived from Rule 10
of the Rules of Uniform Decorum. The judge shall be punctual in convening court, and prompt in the
performance of judicial duties.
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How can I get a replacement wall certificate? Fill out an affidavit saying why you need a new wall certificate.
If the wall certificate is not available, include why it is not available in your affidavit. If you have a name
change, send a copy of your marriage certificate or court order with your request. Can I get a copy of my
application and the application attachments that I sent in? Your request must include your name as it appears
on the application and the address to mail it back to personal, business, or another jurisdiction. Once admitted,
lawyers submit name or address changes to the Lawyer Registration Office. What is the Minnesota State Bar
Association? The Minnesota State Bar Association MSBA is a voluntary professional organization that gives
lawyers valuable opportunities for continuing legal education, pro bono service, and professional
development. All new lawyers get 1 free year of membership in the MSBA. After the first year lawyers must
pay a fee to keep MSBA membership. How do I request a Certificate of Good Standing? Can I find out if
someone other than myself passed the bar exam? All bar exam-related information is confidential. Once
admitted, the names of Minnesota licensed lawyers are published on the Lawyer Registration website. Once
admitted to the Minnesota bar, what are the requirements to stay in good standing? Pay an annual license fee
to the Lawyer Registration Office 3. Comply with the Rules of Professional Conduct 8. How do I get admitted
in the Federal Court? Contact the Federal Clerk of Courts at How many lawyers are in Minnesota? See the
Lawyer Registration Office annual reports. How can I find out information about a lawyer? How do I file a
complaint against a lawyer? See the Lawyers Professional Responsibility Board website. If you do not know
what your score is, call our office to ask. We cannot tell you what your score is, but we will tell you if you
qualify for Minnesota standards. Everyone who applies for admission to the Minnesota Bar must take the
MPRE and receive a scaled score of 85 or higher. Does the MPRE expire? No, your MPRE score remains a
valid score and does not expire. Who do I make my check out to? Minnesota Board of Law Examiners. I
received a law degree from a foreign law school. Can I apply for admission to practice in Minnesota? Rule 4A
3 requires either a J. The American Bar Association has not accredited any law schools outside of the United
States and its territories. A full list of accredited schools may be found here. Foreign lawyers may be eligible
to apply for a Foreign Legal Consultant license that permits the lawyer to practice the law of the country in
which they are licensed. See Rule 11 for more information. I see that Rule 4A 3 references an LL. I have an
LL. What if I have an LL. Some documents require a PDF reader to view properly.
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I believe similar statistics exist for other years for the federal courts. The same is true, I believe, for most state
courts. Becoming a Capable Trial Lawyer Stageberg starts by saying that finishing law school and passing a
bar exam do not by themselves make anyone ready to conduct a civil trial p. Instead, it takes actually trying
cases and learning from experience. This would be aided by having an experienced mentor, something he did
not have p. As a retired lawyer reflecting on my first years of practice nearly 50 years ago, I wholeheartedly
agree. There is the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure that govern all civil cases in all the federal district courts
plus local rules for each of the 94 such courts. The local rules with which I am most familiar is the set for the
District of Minnesota. In addition, each federal district judge often has his or her own additional rules or
practices. Each state in turn has its own set of civil procedural rules. Thankfully for the trial lawyer, most
states have adopted rules modeled on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, but there are usually some
differences between the two. The states also frequently have an additional set of rules; in Minnesota it is called
the General Rules of Practice. Again the lawyer also needs to be aware if the individual trial court judge has
other rules or practices. Now there is the Federal Rules of Evidence for trials in the federal district courts, and
there are separate evidentiary rules in each state. Again the trial lawyer is thankful that today they are modeled
on the Federal Rules of Evidence; an example is the Minnesota Rules of Evidence. Each state has its own
body of such law, and the rules applicable in federal court cases are even more complex. All of these areas of
lawâ€”procedure, evidence and conflictsâ€”are in addition to the substantive law that determines whether or
not there is liability and the appropriate remedy. Frequently the trial lawyer will look for guidance on these
substantive issues to other lawyers in his or her law firm with appropriate expertise. For example, I handled a
case raising issues under the complex federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act ERISA , for which
other lawyers in the firm who specialized in that area provided the substantive legal analysis. For all of these
areas of law the trial lawyer needs to keep abreast of any amendments to the rules and statutes and their
interpretations by the courts. As a result, if the lawyer is handling or trying a case outside his or her home
state, the lawyer is required by court rule to associate with an attorney of the bar of that jurisdiction, and such
co-counsel needs to be knowledgeable about all these issues in that jurisdiction. Stageberg learned this lesson
when his local counsel was not so qualified p. All of the foregoing knowledge is necessary before you enter
the more complex and challenging trial courtroom. There the lawyer needs to develop the skills of oral
advocacy, of asking non-objectionable questions, of making appropriate objections, and of making tactical and
strategic decisions, all in the pressure cooker of a trial courtroom when there is an opposing lawyer who is
trying to counter whatever you do and defeat you in the courtroom battle. Yes, indeed, learning how to be an
effective trial lawyer takes a lot of learning by doing. Working thirteen or fourteen hour days for the duration
of the trial is. From my much more limited experience of actually trying cases, I concur, and a prior post
discussed some of the aspects of this stress. Indeed, the mere foregoing recital of the things that have to be
learned by a trial lawyer should make it self-evident that trial work is very stressful and very hard work. But
wait, there is more. Here are a few of the questions that are running through your mind when you are
examining your own witnesses. What did the witness say? How do you respond to any objection? What is the
next question? Have you covered all you wanted to do with this witness? Have you introduced and offered
into evidence all the exhibits you planned? How is the judge reacting to the testimony? Who is the next
witness? Do your plans for that witness have to be changed in light of what this witness is saying? The
opposing lawyer has all these questions running through his or her mind plus others. Is the question
objectionable, based upon the law of evidence? If so, what objection and whether and how to state it? How
should I cross-examine this witness? Then conducting the cross-examination puts you in the shoes of the
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lawyer described in the prior paragraph. Moreover, before you start in the courtroom in the morning, you are
also multitasking. Preparing the witnesses who will be testifying that day. Anticipating what the opposing
counsel will do or say. Changing and adjusting the plans you had made before the trial started. Checking in
with your assistants on current and new assignments. This process continues during any breaks during the day
in court and after you leave the court to prepare for the next day. Thus, it is easy to have 14 or more billable
hours for each day of trial. This shows why trial is so expensive and why the cost of continuing litigation is a
frequent factor in settling cases, before, during or after trial. You also have to find time during trial for
bathroom breaks, meals and sleep. Sleep does not come easily as your mind races over all of the decisions you
made that day and those you will have to make the next day. As a result, your sleep suffers and you get
exhausted. You need to eliminate all other demands on your time, including commuting. For example, in my
last trial in state court in downtown Minneapolis in January , I stayed in a hotel close to the courthouse in
order to eliminate the daily seven-mile commute from my home and the risk of winter storms and traffic
making such commutes even more difficult and time-consuming. Practical Tips for the Trial Lawyer
Stageberg emphasizes that the attorney should never believe everything a prospective or actual client says and
that a new client should not be accepted before the attorney has done some independent research about the
prospective client p. I recall a case for a regular client of the law firm when I should have followed this
precept. Stageberg frequently tells us of lessons learned about trial practice as he tried more and more civil
cases. Here are some of them: It requires evaluation of the strength of all the witnesses and other evidence as
well as the lawyers involved. Be honest with the jury. Do not downplay the problems with your case p. Also
avoid prejudging a jury based on stereotypes p. The lawyer needs to know how to pronounce the unusual
names of witnesses and places p. The lawyer should also be careful about what vehicle he or she drives to
court, not wanting to offend U. Always try to anticipate the unexpected and maximize your control of the
situation p. Eyewitness testimony is not always reliable p. In certain cases, the lawyer should make his or her
own inspection of the accident or other important scene in the case p. Having a jury inspect such scenes can
also be a very effective tool for the lawyer p. Especially in personal injury cases, the plaintiff and his or her
attorney needs to be aware that insurance companies frequently conduct surveillance of the plaintiff p. The
attorney needs to counsel the client to be careful on what he or she says and their appearance in the presence
of the jury or individual jurors in and out of court p. Stageberg has harsh words about some lawyers from large
law firms who represented clients in litigation, but did not have much actual trial experience pp. In at least one
instance Mark, known as an experienced trial lawyer, bluffed about his eagerness to go to trial and thereby
induced the defense counsel to make a substantially better settlement offer As a result, we went to trial and
only settled after the trial of the liability issues and before the damage phase of the trial. Moreover, although
Mark is critical of pretrial motions p. A prior post discussed my disagreement with some of the things
Stageberg said about this case. Trials by the Court Trial by jury, or course, is not the only way U. In the
federal system, parties may waive their constitutional right to jury trial under the Seventh Amendment and
have a single judge hear all the evidence and render a decision in that case. For a lawyer like Stageberg with
extensive jury trial experience facing other lawyers who probably have less jury experience, Stageberg would
favor trial by jury. I, however, tended to favor trial by the judge unless there was some reason to doubt the
ability or fairness of the judge. Finally I often believed that a judge can better understand the complexities of a
case than a jury. In long after my retirement from lawyering , I was called for jury duty in Minneapolis and
was on two panels of prospective juries, but as anticipated, I was stricken from both by preemptory challenges.
But it was an educational experience to see the process from a different angle and to appreciate and respect the
seriousness of the prospective jurors and the trial judges. I did not find a discussion of this issue for the trial
lawyer in the Stageberg book. This is merely an observation, not a criticism. Alternative Dispute Resolution
ADR The foregoing discussion by itself should demonstrate the high cost of litigation through trial. Given the
legitimate public interest in resolving disputes as quickly and as cheaply as possible, many of our courts have
adopted what is often called court-annexed ADR Alternative Dispute Resolution. For example, in Minnesota
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state court cases, pursuant to General Rules of Practice Its Local Rule Independent of these court measures,
the parties to contracts often agree to submit their disputes to arbitration or another form of ADR under the
rules of a private agency that will administer the process such as the American Arbitration Association. These
rules are similar in many ways, but not identical, to the relevant court rules of civil procedure, so the lawyer
needs to be knowledgeable about these rules too. These proceedings are private and hopefully shorter than
court trials. But the arbitrators or other neutrals are paid by the parties, which adds another expense to the cost
of dispute resolution. One of my motivations was to reduce the estrangement of parties that is often a
by-product of litigation. I also acted as an arbitrator, drafted contractual arbitration and other dispute
resolution provisions for other lawyers in the firm and was a lawyer for parties in arbitration. Again, this is
merely an observation. Conclusion This book is entertaining and educational for anyone interested in the
contemporary American civil justice system. It also is most useful for someone who is thinking about
becoming a trial lawyer or just starting down that long winding road.
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